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FALCONS LOSE IN NIT
Cincinnati's press, offensive rebounding too much for BG cagers;
Junior Joe Moore has career-best game with 30 points ...see Sports p.7
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BRIEFLY
STATE
Medicaid loss: The state's
hospitals lost $48.4 million in 1988 by
eroviding care to the poor through the
Iedicaia program, according to a
survey released Monday by the Ohio
Hospital Association.
The loss cost other patients an
average of $500 extra on their bills,
the hospital group said.
The state's Department of Human
Services, which administers the
Medicaid program in Ohio, said it
questions the hospital association's
figures. The department is
conducting its own analysis, said
Kathryn Glynn, the department's
assistant deputy director for benefits
administration.

devil possession
caused club blaze
by Richard Pyle
Associated Press writer

NEW YORK — The man accused of setting fire to
the Happy Land social club was arraigned Monday
on 87 counts of murder, and police said he told them
"the devil got into me."
Authorities began shutting other illegal clubs in response to New York City's worst fire in 79 years.
The families of the 87 victims, most of whom were

Honduran or Dominican immigrants, sought solace
in their grief, and a government task force was set up
to counsel them and help make funeral arrangements.
Julio Gonzalez, 36, was accused of setting the fire
early Sunday with $1 worth of gasoline after arguing
with a former girlfriend who worked at the illegal
club. He is said to have threatened to "shut this place
down."
"I got angry, the devil got into me, and I set the
place on fire, Gonzalez told authorities, according
to a police source who spoke to The Associated Press
on condition of anonymity.
During a hearing at Bronx County Criminal Court,
Gonzalez was charged with 87 counts of murder
committed during the course of arson; 87 counts of
murder by depraved indifference to human life; one
count of attempted murder; and two counts of arson.
He was held under a suicide watch at the Rikers
Island jail, authorities said. The case was turned

over to a grand jury, and Gonzalez will not be asked
to enter a plea unless an indictment is issued.
The deaths were believed to be the most ever
charged to a single suspect in the continental United
States.
"He is a double animal," said Rene J. Mena, 63,
whose son, Rene Jr., 30, died. "Here, they're going to
have good food for him, a book, a movie. In Central
America, we don't do it that way."
District Attorney Robert T. Johnson said he hoped
that if Gonzalez is convicted, he would get consecutive prison sentences amounting to 2,000 years.
An equally angry Mayor David Dinkins ordered a
sweep of other suspected unlicensed social clubs.
Police and a special task force visited 241 clubs citywide from midnight to 7 a.m. Monday and posted vacate orders on 187.
Only 23 of the clubs were open — most are closed
on Sunday nights. There were 52 safety violations
C See Fire, page 3.

Hispanic
peoples
celebrate
on April 2

Mobsters arrested: An FBI

sweep through Massachusetts, Rhode
Island and Connecticut on Monday
netted New England's top organized
crime boss, culminating a five-year
Brobe in which investigators taped the
lafia's solemn blood initiation rite,
authorities said.
The 113-count indictments naming
21 alleged mobsters were especially
significant for their extensive
description of the induction
ceremony, said U.S. Attorney
General Dick Thomburgh.

by JU1 Novak
staff writer

A proclamation by Bowling Green
Mayor Edwin Miller will head off the
celebration of Hispanic Awareness
Week on Monday, April 2, as he urges
the citizens of Bowling Green to recognize the Latino Student Union and its
involvement in the community.
Following remarks by Paul Olscamp, University president, and keynote speaker Margarita Leon — the past
president of IMAGE of Ohio Incorporated —will discuss Hispanic cultural
and subcultural diversity.
Although this program, from noon-2
Em. in the Tower's Banquet room, is
y invitation onlv, almost all other activities planned for next week are open
to the entire community.
President of Farm Labor Organizing
Committee, Valdemar Velasquez, will
D See Hispanic, page 4.

Workers walk: About 3,000
radiation technicians at 37 nuclear
powerplants closed for refueling,
including Davis Besse near Toledo,
were encourged to walk off the job
Monday in a nationwide effort to win
union representation.
Frank Ingram, a spokesman for the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
said the agency had been monitoring
the situation and had not received any
reports that work at the closed
reactors had stopped.

Satellite launched: The Air

Force on Sunday night launched a
Delta 2 rocket carrying a $65 million
navigation satellite after two earlier
postponements, a spokeswoman said.
The payload is the seventh in a
series of advanced Navstar satellites
launched in the past year from Cape
Canaveral. The navigation system is
designed to provide the United States
and allied land, sea and air forces
with worldwide three-dimensional
position and velocity information.

Thieves rob
over break
by John Kohlstrand
city writer

WORLD
Communists lose: A

HISTORY
On this date: in 1967,

University President William Jerome
announced the appointment of Bill
Fitch as the new head basketball
coach. As head coach at North Dakota
University, Fitch had compiled a
92-44 record and won three North
Central Conference championships.
After one year at the University,
Fitch went on to coach in the NBA.
Compiled from local and AP
wire reports

High 45
Low 25°

Satan
blamed
for
N.Y.
fire
Accused claims

NATION

conservative party and a center-left
rival emerged Monday as the
front-runners in Hungary's first
democratic parliamentary elections
in 43 years.
The Socialist party, which ruled as
the Communist Party until it changed
its name last year, initiated the
dramatic reforms that led to Sunday's
balloting but got little credit from
voters. It trailed in fourth place.
As election results trickled in
Monday, the conservative Hungarian
Democratic Forum had an edge over
the center-left League of Free
Democrats.
But neither garnered anything close
to the absolute majority needed for
decisive victory, making a coalition
government likely after runoff
elections are held next month.
More than 70 percent of Hungary's
7.85 million eligible voters cast
ballots.

Weather

BG News/Mark Deckard

Fishing Hole

Bowling Green residents Josh Stemple (left) and Dan Telfer attempt to catch fish In the pond behind the Student Recreation
Center Monday afternoon.

While University students whiled
away spring break in Florida, California and towns big and small across the
country, thieves were at work in Bowling Green.
University students in three different
off-campus locations returned from
spring break to find thousands of dollars in valuables missing after their
homes were raided.
According to police reports, at least
$2,400 worth of items was stolen from
the three residences over break.
An apartment at 703 Second St. was
hit hardest. Residents there lost a $400
stereo, a $300 compact disk player, 30
CDs and a cordless phone.
See Thieves, page 4.

High Court to study Conflict continues
jobs barring women Opposing forces meet in Lithuania
by Ann Imse
Associated Press writer

by Richard Carelli
Associated Press writer
WASHINGTON - The Supreme
Court said Monday it will study the
power of employers to exclude females
of child-bearing age from hazardous
jobs, a case that could affect millions of
working women.
The court agreed to review a ruling
that let a Milwaukee-based manufacturer of automobile batteries ban
women who cannot prove they are infertile from jobs that expose them to
lead.
The fetal protection policy is being
challenged as a form of illegal sex discrimination because it bans women

from high-paying, if hazardous, jobs.
Exposure to lead, the principal material used in making batteries, can be
a health risk to workers and to the fetuses of pregnant workers.
But one judge, who dissented from an
appeals court decision last year that
upheld the fetal protection policy, said
the ruling also could be applied to a
broad range of employment, including
"traditional office jobs."
Since 1982 the battery division of
Johnson Controls Inc. has barred
women at its factories in several states
from jobs involving exposure to lead.
Eight employees and the United Auto
Workers union challenged the policy in
court.

VILNIUS, U.S.S.R. - Soviet troops
occupied another Communist Party
building in Lithuania and an army helicopter on Monday dropped leaflets in
the republic's capital, calling for an anti-secession demonstration, reports
said.
Lithuanian leaders began talks with
the Soviet army about their standoff
with Moscow since declaring independence two weeks ago. They disagreed over whether the meeting reduced tension.
Sen. Edward Kennedy said in Moscow that President Mikhail Gorbachev
reiterated his pledge not to use force
except to save lives in the Baltic repu-

blic, which declared independence
March 11.
Lithuanian Deputy Premier Romualdas Ozolas, one of two officials
who met two Soviet military officers
Monday, told reporters: "After coming
out of this meeting, I can say the mood
has changed."
"It is evident the conflict will not be
escalated," he said.
But Lithuanian President Vytautas
Landsbergis was more skeptical after
the talks. He said he had not received
clear assurances that no more buildings would be occupied and that the
talks would mainly function "to avoid
conflict between the military and citizens."
Paratroopers appeared in Vilnius on
Sunday at the Higher Party School and
the Institute of Marxism-Leninism.
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More controls,
not more spills
In the year since the Exxon Valdez ran
aground last March 24, it is believed there
have been more than 10,000 oil spills in the United
States.
The Wilderness Society, a 55-year-old group involved in public lands issues, came up with the
number after having looked at records from federal
and state agencies and from World Informations
Systems of Cambridge, Mass.
The society has issued a report on the 100 worst
spills during the past 12 months. It is entitled, "100
spills, 1,000 excuses." The report says oil should not
be extracted in or transported near national parks
or other enviromentally sensitive places.
Other major points of the report:
Stronger incentives are needed for the oil and
shipping industries to extract, transport and refine
oil more safely.
Government enforcement must be stepped up.
The United States must end its addiction to oil.
Many people will disagree, but the Wilderness
Society deserves thanks for its framework for public debate.
Reprinted courtesy of the Akron Beacon Journal.

Volunteers help
save waterway
While some people are looking for someone to
blame for the Exxon Valdez spill, a group of
volunteers from Ohio and Kentucky are organizing
a project to help clean up local waters.
About 12,000 workers are expected to take part
this summer in the Ohio River Sweep, a six-state
attempt to remove trash from the 981 miles of
shoreline.
At a time when environmentalists and Exxon executives are spending time pointing fingers instead
of working to correct the tragic mistake of one year
ago, these people should be commended for trying
to act positively and save nature.
Prince William Sound unfortunately fell victim to
expanding technology uncontrolled by safety regulations. But the repair to this damaged part of the
environment has recently been put on the back
burner as Capt. Joseph Hazelwood's sentencing
takes priority.
The Ohio River is one of the largest, most beautiful rivers in the United States and both Ohioans and
Kentuckians should be proud of such an asset and
realize their reponsibility to take care of it.
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"There was no such thing as a
Palestinian people ... It is not as
though there was a Palestinian
people, and we came and threw
them out and took their country
away from them. They did not
exist."
Golda Meir, Prime Minister of
Israel, 1969
This article is dedicated to the
1,000-plus lives of young girls
and boys, mothers and Fathers,
grandmothers and grandfathers, whose lives have been taken
by the Israeli government for
resisting the military occupation of their country, Palestine.
Savage beatings of youths
throwing stones, demolition of
entire homes of families, live
ammunition used as a method of
crowd control, tear gas thrown
into schools permanently injuring preschool children, villages
put under curfew for weeks on
end, illegal deportations, mass
arrests in the middle of the
night, and 14-year-olds thrown in
iau without trial or charge. The
list goes on and on concerning
the egregious violations of international law and human
rights perpetrated by Israel, the
United States' No. 1 ally and aid
recipient, to control the intifadah. or uprising, in the occupied
territories of the West Bank and
Gaza Strip. Soldiers have orders
to shoot anyone raising the
Palestinian flag and can dynamite homes, by law, of anyone
they suspect of doing so — daily
actions of the much lauded state
of Israel, the alleged bastion of
democracy in the Middle East.
A greater untruth has never
been told.
The people who say apartheid
still exists are right. The problem is they talk only about South
Africa but have neglected to see
the harshest, most violent
system of apartheid operating in
the world today — that implemented by the state of Israel.
The Palestinian people are the
only civilian population in today's ever democratizing world
who are subjected to military
occupation by a foreign power.
The Palestinians have been
waging a war of rocks and
stones against four decades of
militant Israeli occupation since
December of 1987. They hope the
world will awake and see the
flagrant violation of their hu-
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Palestinians pay the price

a) right, reserved
Bowing Green Stale University
Bowing Qraan. Ohw 43403-0278
8:00 am to 6:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday

Group displeased
The BGSU College Republicans would like to express extreme displeasure with current
USG President Kevin Coughlin's
stated intent to phase partisan
groups out of USG. Moreover,
we wish to indicate a definite
place for these groups within
USG. Our intent is not to start
ideological warfare in the senate, but rather to increase this
University's political awareness
and involvement on local, state
and national levels. Therefore,
the College Republicans must
wholeheartedly encourage and
Invite the Campus Democrats to
strengthen their student organization and obtain a seat on USG
with us.
BGSU College Republicans is
open to anyone interested in

man, civil, economic and moral
rights the Israeli government
has made an utter mockery of
since 1948, the date of establishment of the Israeli state on
foreign soil. Today, Palestinian
schools and universities remain
permanently shut down for over
two years without being allowed
to reopen. An entire generation

time. How uncannily ironic it is
to hear the plea the soldiers so
often give for the cold-blooded
killing of Palestinians — that of
simply following orders given by
superior officers. This alone
should haunt the Jewish moral
conscience like nothing else ever
will.
These human rights violations
by Israel are by no means a recent occurrence. As far back as
1959, John Davis, Commissioner
General of the United Nations
Refugee Welfare Assocation
candidly stated, "...the extent to
which the refugees were savagely driven out By the Israelis as
part of a deliberate master-plan
has been insufficiently recognized." I want to emphasize the
fact that the founders of Israel
themselves had openly professed their despise for human
rights, under an ideology called
Zionism, far before their actions
were recognized for what they
really were.
The idea that Israel is the only
democracy in the Middle East is
absurd. It is a democracy solely
for Jews, just as South Africa
was a democracy solely for
whites. The occupied Palestinians, like the blacks, are not allowed to vote and their lives are
completely controlled, monitored and regulated by the Israelis. This violation of international law, which Israel seems to
have a monopoly on, has gone
largely uncriticized. One really
needs no international law to see
this is the true state sponsered
terrorism in the world today. No
one should have to live under the
hand of a tyrant, and the Palestinian people are no exception.
As communism crumbles and
new democracies sweep through
Eastern Europe by the day and
the recent freedom of Nelson
Mandela and the new hope for
democracy in South Africa,
hundreds of thousands of Palestinians are being denied their
human rights. Where is the outcry to this? It is hard enough to
comprehend the exorbitant
power the Israeli and Jewish
lobbies have in influencing the
votes of the U.S. Senators and
Congressmen, but it is even harder to understand why the response of the University community has been more than
apathetic. Every organization

claiming to be fighting for equality, and an end to discrimination
and injustice in the world has
remained shamefully silent on
this issue. They are very brave
in condemning U.S. policy in
Central America, South Africa
and China, but the Middle East
immediately becomes taboo.
The Israelis brandish a much
harsher version of apartheid
than anyone else in the world
and it is about time people wake
up to this fact. It would really
shock me if the people who put
up the shanty town in the Union
Oval representing the plight of
the blacks in South Africa would
also put up a shanty town representing the displaced Palestinian Arabs who also live in squalor refugee camps a few miles
from their own villages. I am
also certain if the white South
African team came to play basketball against the men's team,
they would be banned from playing. Nothing was even so much
as mentioned when they played
the Israeli team. You see, South
African apartheid is a safe issue
to talk about, Israeli apartheid
seems to be another story.
Hopefully one day the Palestinians will regain a portion of
their land that is rightfully
theirs. As a people, they deserve
the basic right to resist military
occupation and achieve selfdetermination all people deserve and have an inalienable
right to, that right which is currently being denied them with
the concurrence of the United
States and all those who claim to
be "friends of Israel." I challenge these people at the University to take a brave stand on
this issue and take into account
the real facts of what has now
become routine and daily killing
in the occupied territories. When
they arrived, the Israelis have
always had a favorite policy of
illegally confiscating Arab land
and destroying the olive trees
that grow in their fields. Since
the olive branch is known
throughout the world as the
symbol of peace, it does not sur[irise me that the Israelis literaly and symbolically crush these
branches under their feet dally.
Anyone who supports this action, or should turn his head
away, does the same. That is the
real disgrace.

Childcare needed

the afternoons.
We were disappointed by the
complete lack of consideration
the university had for people in
our situation. As incoming students, we'd had no opportunity
find a reliable babysitter. When
we asked for help, we were only
given the number of a daycare
center, which we felt inappropriate for a 10 week old baby. We
were made to feel like we were
the only student/parents in this
University. Our concerns
seemed to be so unusual as to
have no merit at all.

In August 1988, my husband
and I arrived at BGSU with our
10- week-old son. We knew no one
in this area and were required to
attend a week of graduate orientation workshops that lasted all
day. Our primary concern was
what to do with our baby. We
took him to the morning workshops and left him with a babysitter, a new neighbor, during

I see other student/parents
and I know they exist. We have
three hands full as parents,
teachers and students. But our
concerns should be the University's concerns too. Good, reliable
childcare la OUR PREREQUISITE to GETTING to class. We
need it so we can get a good education. When it comes down to it,
the core of our children is more
important than our GPA's.
I urge Faculty Senate, USG

and the powers to be to DO
something about this issue. We
are probably not the most vocal
minority on this campus, but our
concerns are real. Other universities we were considering have
childcare programs available
which made them attractive to
us. We didn't know what a large
impact it would have on our
lives.
We have missed classes because our babysitter was ill. and
our son has met students at least
once during each semester when
childcare fell through. While
students and instructors have
been understanding, it has been
a recurrent problem.

Viewpoint
by
Ronnie ■^ffiTlWlt',
Amiri
guest
columnist
of Palestinian children have
gone illiterate, and are considered in violation of the law by
attending classes. Also, imagine
young boys, barely teenagers,
who throw stones at soldiers and
are legally shot and killed by Israeli soldiers. Dozens are killed
daily in the name of "selfdefense."
I ask you, would this action be
tolerated in the Soviet Union,
South America, or anywhere
else in the world? The United
States, however, goes above and
beyond this — they support it by
saying nothing to the Israelis
and actually finance the
government in their pursuit of
killing Palestinians. Israel then
claims to be the only democracy
in the Middle East. How can you
blow up a family's home in the
middle of the night, shoot children and illegally deport refugees, and consider your country
a democracy?
In light of these brutal actions,
I'm not sure I can even call Israel a civilization, yet alone a
democracy. The Palestinians
have already suffered, an unheard of, 30,000 casualities in a
two year period at the hands of
the Israeli government. Stop
and think about that figure for a
moment. I challenge anybody to
find another country in the
world that has inflicted so many
civilian casualities in so short a
learning a little more about politics. As a student organization,
we set our own goals and welcome varied interpretations of
the Republican Party. It has
been our long-standing goal to
bring political figures to this
campus, and we would be more
than happy to coordinate such
an event with the Campus Democrats in the upcoming gubernatorial election.
The BGSU College Republlcans

With hundreds of enthusiastic
education and child development majors looking for good
part-time jobs, it seems the solution is obvious and simple. Give
us affordable, on-campus childcare. This is one venture that
would undoubtedly support itself
...and us.
Carol A. Peters t
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Legislative influence
taught in workshop
by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer

Legislative processes in
Columbus or Washington, D.C.,
may seem far removed from the
happenings of Bowling Green,
but one University employee believes everyone can influence
lawmaking.
Cheryl Carothers, the regional
coordinator of the Western Reserve Geriatric Education
Center, helped organize last
week's workshop 'Influencing
the Legislative Process."
Her main objective was to

show citizens — specifically
those involved in health and
human services careers — how
they can use their own opinions
in the legislative process, Carothers said.
"Too many times, people feel
they have no input on what happens," she said. "We want to
open their eyes and tell them
they can have an impact."
About 70 people attended the
program Friday in Perrysburg,
0. Ohio Senator Betty Montgomery served as the program's
keynote speaker.
Carothers believes University
health and human service

workers benefited from the
workshop.
"Health and human services
workers tend to be people who
focus on caring for their
patients," she said. "They
sometimes ignore the advocate
role they could play which would
help not only their patients, but
other people as well."
"Our obligation is not only to
train students to work in the
fields of health and human services, but we have a continuing
responsibility after graduation
to help them keep up in their
O See Legislation, page 5.

Betas obtain new policy
by Sandra Kowalsky
staff writer
The University chapter of
Beta Theta Pi fraternity now
must take responsibility for following a new ''risk management
program" recently set forth by
the Beta national headquarters.
All 130 chapters of the fraternity nationwide will be required
to abide by and implement policies concerning alcohol, drugs,
sex and safety.
Risk management deals with
THE

FESTIVAl

the management of all factors
which affect the likelihood of incidents an insurance company
would have to pay for, according
to Wayne Edwards, a spokesperson for the Beta national
headquarters.
New issues have developed
concerning drugs and alcohol
during recent years and a need
to adopt a policy was first discussed two years ago at the
national convention, he said.
"A reason for the policy is that
75 percent of the chapter members are under the age of 21,"

SERIES

Beta Theta Pi General Secretary Tom Cassady said. "We
want to support the law and we
don't want to endanger the
safety of members or guests."
While many chapters already
follow some of these policies,
Dave Gagner, the University
delegate to the national fraternity, points out the necessity of
the policy.
"The guidelines are much
more extensive and the policy
will make sure that chapters are
I See Beta, page 5.

Back TO The Grind

BG News/Brock Vtonlch

Freshmen Eric Johnson (left) reads an English 112 assignment while Lisa Bost studies geology in the
study room of the Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center in Moseley Hall Monday morning. Johnson
sald."My class was canceled today and he (the instructor) just gave us a big reading assignment."

Fire
D Continued from page 1.
and 30 summonses issued, said
Sgt. Dick Vreeland, a police
spokesman.
In the East Tremont section of
the Bronx, families drifted in
and out of Public School 67,
across from the fire-blackened
club. A task force of state, city

and private agencies there
helped them make funeral arrangements and offered counseling and financial assistance.
"It's orderly, but it's not emotionally orderly," local Red
Cross disaster relief director
Ken Curtin said. "It's highly

charged. There are a lot of outbursts of grief."
In Honduras, a foreign ministry spokesman said the
government "is deeply moved
y the deaths of many countrymen in New York."

PRESENTS
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Healthy n' Hearty Buffet
-^ Thursday, Moreh 29, 1990^
KOBACKER HAIL
Moore Musical Arts Center—
BGSU

•Hot En trees, Vegetables and
Homemade Soups
•Fresh Salad and Fruit Buffet
•Piping Hot Rolls & Baked Potato
•Unlimited Beverage
11:30-2:00 Lunch Hours
4:00-7:00 Dinner Hours
Located in the University Union
Food Coupons Accepted From
4 p.m.- 7 p.m. Only

Supported in pott by gronh from fo Ohio Arh Council and Arti MioW

:<

BGSU FOOD OPERATIONS :J

^s■

ENCODING STUDENTS ID's!
Beginning this summer the coupon meal plan
will be discontinued and student photo ID's will
be used to purchase meals and snacks.

Congratulations To The 1990
Placement Assistants
Scott Bailey
Steven Brandle
'Sonya Hogg
Damian Billack
Brian Davis
Ann Marie Liggett
Norman Black
'Jill Delehanty
Scott Mllano
'Jackie Blem
Chris Earley
Dawniel Roth
Charles Bohana
Julie Graham
Heather Sexton
Winnie Boring
Brenda Gribbler
Brian Van Pelt
Garrett Wyckoff
"Allyson Williams
Roz Eaten - Graduate Advisor

Thanks to all of our graduating assistants
and best of luck!
Todd Brown
Janet Cievenger
Dennis Dove
Jennie Mabee
Clarie Mays
Special thanks to our fearless leaders
Tom Gorman - Assistant Director of Placement
Debbie Lamp - Graduate Advisor
'denotes returning assistants

SCOTT HAMILTON
AND FRIENDS
starring

Scott Hamilton
Kitty a Peter Carruthers
Brian Orser
Rosalynn Sumners
Tracy Wilson & Robert McCall
Lee Ann Miller & William Fauver
Kathleen Schmelz
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25, 1990 — 7: 30 PM
BGSU ICE ARENA
PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

Those students planning on purchasing a meal
plan will need to have their ID encoded.
HAVE YOUR ID ENCODED AT ANY
OF THESE DINING HALLS.
Tuesday, March 27 - McDonald 11:30am-2:30pm
Wednesday, March 28 - Kreischer 11:30am-2:30pm
Thursday, March 29 - Harshman 11:30am-2:30pm
Friday, March 30 - Commons 11:30am-2:30pm
Monday, April 2 - Founders 11:30am-2:30pm
Tuesday, April 3 - Prout 10:00am-3:00prn

4

IT!
IT!

Contact University
Food Operations for

Ticket Information
Bowling Green State University
Ice Arena Ticket Office — (419) 372-2264
Tickets Available By Mall: Mail orders accepted beginning March 28. Detach bottom portion of this flyer and
return as indicated.
Tickets Available In Person: Ice Arena Ticket Office will
be open, based on ticket availability, beginning April 11
from 4:30 to 6:30 pm Monday thru Friday and 9:00 am to
noon on Saturdays.

SCOTT HAMILTON AND FRIENDS — Ticket Application
Wednesday, April 25,1990 - 7:30 PM — BGSU Ice Arena
General Admission (nortn end only)
Reserved Seats
Chair Seats
On ice Seating (one row around rink)

* 6 00 -

S 9 00 ■
$12.00 $1500 •
Postage/Handling 2.00
Total Amount Enclosed ^^^___
Make Cheek Payable To: SCOTT HAMILTON AND FRIENDS and return
application to: BGSU Ice Arena. Bowling Green. OH 43403
Checks/Money Orders only, NO CHARGES ACCEPTED.
Prlnl Clearly

additional
information.

_ State .
-ZipBON1
Telephone
• ■ • *
• • • Tick*I oroon mil to Imoa m oitoi 01 roeoipt with M« tvoiloolo rfcfttri
'•'OtOort 'tcltvtd lilt Aom 18 will HOI to mollod. but will to owoiloOh} at So, Ollico win eon

372-2891
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M&M's celebrates birthday
Nation continues love affair with chocolate after 50 years
by Robin Gaby
USA Today-CIN

M&M's turn SO this year.
But age has not tarnished the
image of the rainbow-colored
chocolate morsels. The nation is
still sweet on M&M's.
And the red ones still taste the
best — just ask the candy connoisseurs: kids.
"Deeeeeeeeeeeelicious," said
4-year-old Steve Bunner of
Somerville, N.J.
Or ask Rolling Stones' guitarist Keith Richards.
Richards insists that a supply
of M&M's — plain, please — be
close by when he is on tour with
thegroiip.
The rock band Van Halen is a
little less picky about their
favorite candy.
During a tour stop at New Jersey's Garden State Arts Center
last year, the band ordered five
pounds of M&M's for their dress-

ing rooms — and insisted all the
brown ones be taken out first.
So that's why we all get so
many browns in every bag. Van
Halen's leftovers?
Not so, said M&M bigwigs.
There really are more Drown
M&M's than any other color —
red, orange, yellow, green or
tan. Tests say that's what folks
want.
"The brown have been tested
with many other alternatives to
try to get the most pleasing assortment appearance," said
Hans Fiuzzynski, External Relations Director for M&M-Mars
in Hackettstown, N.J.. "People
tend to prefer a somewhat more
subdued appearance for their
chocolate assortments."
Pick a pack and here's what
you'll find:
M&M Plain — 30 percent
browns, 20 percent yellows, 20
Srcent reds, 10 percent greens,
percent oranges, 10 percent
tans.

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR:
1515 E. Wooster
NEXT TO CAMPUS
Now Leasing
for Summer & Fall
- 2 bedroom furnished
apartments
- Laundry facilities in each
building
■ Includes membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa

CALL 352-9378 TODAY
Preferred Properties 835 High St.]
0
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Order of Omega Wishes to
Congratulate its New Initiates
Donna flmato
Sherry Balinski
Andrea Beaudoin
Brian Beck
Amy Brucker
Scott Cain
Douglas Chorpenning
Jim Colaneri
Christina Crawford
Linda Clegante
Elizabeth Csarove
Benjamin Feinstein
Karen Gardner
Todd Gibson
Douglas Grace
Wendy Gradmohl
Philip Hamilton
Rodney Hattery
Julie Hebert
Lisa Henningsen
Cathy Holowczak
Tammy Howard
Beth Hutchins
Michelle Kast
Lynette Lagatta
Michael Lapham
Rachel Laughbaum
Julie Martini
Jane McClroy
«/» Lisa Mershod
John Montgomery
Cllen Morns
Deborah Palmer
Scott Plickert
Ann Purvis
Bonnie Robertson
Tammy Sharpe
Andrea Shemberg
Kathy Smolen
Byron Speokman
Belinda Stitt
Jennifer Struthers
Tina Trueblood
Heather LUalczock
Tara LUesterfield
Lori LUinston
Koryn LUright

Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Phi
Sigma Phi €psilon
Phi Mu
Lambda Chi Alpha
Sigma Chi
Alpha Sigma Phi
Alpha Chi Omega
Gamma Phi Beta
Delta Zeta
Lambda Chi Alpho
Alpha Gamma Delta
Sigma Alpha Cpsilon
Beta Theta Pi
Alpha Chi Omega
Sigma Alpha Cpsilon
lambda Chi Alpha
Delta Zeta
Alpha Xi Delta
Pi Beta Phi
Kappa Delta
Kappa Delta
Chi Omega
Pi Beta Phi
Phi Kappa Psi
Alpha Phi
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Chi Omega
Alpha Xi Delta
Sigma Phi Cpsilon
Gamma Phi Beta
Alpha Xi Delta
Alpha Sigma Phi
Pi Beta Phi
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Alpha Xi Delta
Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Gamma Delta
Sigma Phi Cpsilon
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Pi Beta Phi
Alpha Xi Delta
Delta Gamma
Delta Gamma
Gamma Phi Beta

New Officers
Prewar*
Vic* Pre J .
St/Tr«os
fl

SMA Murphy
Koran ftovos
LyntU LoOotto

Mpho SJgmo Phi
PI Beta Phi
PI Bto Phi
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M&M Peanut — 30 percent
browns, 20 percent yellows, 20
percent reds, 20 percent greens,
10 percent oranges.
All age groups considered,
most prefer the majority-brown
assortment look. Fiuzzynski
said, "but then we've had letters
from classes of children who
said they threw out all the
brown."
M&M's are not just for kids,
Fiuzzynski said, "as many
adults eat them."

More titillating trivia about
the candy:
Every day, well over 1 million
pieces are made.
The original M&M's were
somewhat larger than they are
now and came packed in a paper
tube. Also, they used to come in
violet, later replaced by tan.
M&M Peanut chocolate candies were not introduced until
1954, and then they were all
brown.

USG phone polls on
Heath Center hours
by Matt Mighel!
staff writer

A student phone poll to be conducted by Undergradute Student
Government willfocus on a possible increase in Student Health
Center operating hours, according to Diana Ritchey, USG student welfare coordinator.
Proposed plans include extended weekday hours after 5
p.m. and several hours on Saturdays, Ritchey said.
"We will be calling students to
let their thoughts on whether
get
ihey'd be in favor of extended
they
hours or not," Ritchey said. "We
want to extend the hours if students would utilize (the health
center) more."
USG senators will begin the
phone poll today and continue
tor two to three weeks, she said.
Questions asked of students
will include whether they would
use the health center at night
and if they would approve an Increase of $5 in their general fees.
The money from the general
fees would be used to pay stu-

dent medical personnel in the
proposed additional hours, Ritchey said.
In other business, reelected
USG President Kevin Coughlin
said he would like to see an adhoc committee formed to clarify
USG election rules.
"There are too many questions about what a candidate can
and cannot do and what a group
can and cannot do for you," he
said.
A problem with partisan campaign support during the recent
elections should be addressed,
Coughlin said "and it won't be
happening in any more elections
as long as I'm here."
During the meeting, Craig Taliaferro. USG senator, said his
resignation from the General
Assembly probably will not take
effect before the end of the year.
His resignation was announced during a March 8 USG
presidential election debate, but
he said the World Student Association, whom he represents,
would not accept his resignation.

BE A PART OF THE WORLD
BE A MEMBER OF
WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION

WSA will have an election for its
new board and committee
member positions. Interested?
Pick up application now at 403
South Hall
Deadline: April 4
Election Day: April 15

Thieves
D Continued from page 1.
Residents of 920 E. Wooster St.
said they lost $150 in cash, a
video cassette recorder, a cassette deck and 10 CDs.
Probably the strangest incident happened at a South Enterprise apartment, however.
When the students returned,
they noticed that a 12-pack of
beer was missing and a MOO gold
bracelet had been lifted from a
dresser drawer.
Oddly, the thief chose not to
steal anything else, said tenant
Michelle Grisez.
"I'm wondering what
someone was doing in here," she
said. "It's really strange."
Each of the three robberies
showed no sign of forced entry,
and Bowling Green Police Chief
Galen Ash could not say for sure
if the incidents were related.
Ash said it was difficult to
Eredict when these kind of roberies take place.
"It goes in streaks," Ash said.
"We didn't have much of a problem over Christmas break.
But the chief said three break-

ing and entering offenses does
not represent a crime explosion.
"Three is not bad when you
consider how many apartments
there are here," he said.
On the other hand, no level of
robberies is acceptable and
several simple precautions can
prevent such incidents, Ash
said.
"A lot of students say 'Gee, I
don't own anything'" he said.
However, students have many
common items which cost valuable money to replace.
"If you had to replace your
underwear and socks, how much
would you have to pay?" he
asked.
Precautions like using a timer
light, leaving the radio or TV on
when you are gone and checking
the locks to make sure they work
can all aid in theft prevention,
Ash said.
Students should also record
the serial numbers of their important electronic items, Ash
said. If this list is saved, it can
be added to a national list that
Kwn shops check when buying
ms.

Hispanic
D Continued from page 1.
speak on the food, justice and
; of the migrant worker in
s United States in 403 Moseley
from 7-9 p.m.
On Wednesday, Israel Najera,
a doctoral candidate from The
Ohio State University, will
speak to faculty members and
later to students.
Najera did research and surveys on the differences between
attitudes of Hispanic students as
opposed to attitudes and experiences of other college students.
He will discuss the results of
the surveys with faculty members from noon-2 p.m. on the
second floor of the Student Services building.
Later in the evening, Najera
will focus on Hispanic student
life; acculturation and acculturative stress, awareness and
management from 4-7 p.m. in
Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
According to Carmen Castro,
6resident of Latino Student
nion. Najera's presentation
will be very informative and interesting and probably be the
lughlightoftheweek.
A debate or topic presentation
entitled "English as our Country's National Language," will
feature Charles Monita, oppo-

nent of a proposed bill to Congress.
A celebration of Latino food
and a music festival will be in
the University Union Oval from
noon-2 p.m.
Castro said she expects a good
turnout for this activity because
onlookers become "intrigued by
the music," and there are many
different types of foods available.
Later Friday, a dance featuring traditional Latino and today's popular music will be in
the Commons at 9 p.m.
Hopefully, the dance will be
somewhat like the Massacre on
Racism Dance, which turned out
"very racially integrated," Castro said. "We really want to get
allpeople involved.
She said there will be some
Hispanic music, but it will be integrated with all types of music.
An Alumni-Award Banquet at
the Elk's Club, 200 Campbell Hill
Road at 6 p.m. Saturday will end
the week, followed by the Miguel
Ornelas Scholarship dance at 9
p.m.. to which $10 donations will
be taken.
All of the money raised from
the dance will be put into a
scholarship fund for incoming
freshmen, Castro said.

SCUBA LESSONS
$99 Cost

Can be used toward college credit
Classes starting soon
12701 S. Dixie Hwy.
Bowling Green, OH

352-9203
352-8489

More info, please contact Peggy Pak 353-1952
or Int'l Program Office 372-2247
COME AND JOIN THE REAL WORLD

The Portage Quarry Recreation Club, Inc.
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Elsewhere
Baseball has
early origins
byRobGlosier
Associated Ptess writer
BUCHAREST, Romania — Fans across America might
eagerly be awaiting the start of the oina season if an American
had not changed a few rules and renamed it baseball, according to a Romanian sports official.
Adding his voice to the decades-old debate over the origin of
baseball, Cristian Costescu said the American pastime derived
from the ancient game of oina, which was introduced to the
United States by a pair of Transylvanians.
Costescu, president of the new Romanian Baseball Federation, says the two immigrants from the Romanian village of
Alba Iulia joined the U.S. Army and taught the game to their
comrades.
Among their comrades was a young officer named Abner
Doubleday, who changed a few rules and created baseball in
1839, Cotescu said in an interview.
"We are not saying that Romania invented baseball. We
would not like someone else to tell us oina was invented by others," said Costescu. "But we are saying this: some little inspiration for baseball was from oina. Baseball is more sophisticated than oina, but the structure is the same."
Romanians claim oina was invented by shepherds in the first
century and say documents from 1310 describe a variation of
the game called hoina being played in southern Romania.
Oina has 11 men per side, with one team batting and the other
in the field. Each side is allowed one at-bat, in which all 11
players take the plate.
A pitcher is provided by the team at bat and he serves up a
lazy underhand toss. The batter tries to hit the ball as far as
possible, then has to run 120 yards through nine bases.
But if the batter is tagged by a fielder or hit by a thrown ball,
the fielders can score points — so teams can score even while
not at bat.
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New politicians
still questioned

Legislation
D Continued from page 3.
work, and this is a part of that,"
she said.
Steven Ludd, associate
professor of pre-law and political science, conducted the morning session, while the afternoon
was devoted to various sessions
explaining experiences in influencing legislature.

by Nesha Starcevtc
Associated Press writer
EAST BERLIN — Prosecutors said Monday there were no legal
grounds for charging Erich Honecker with high treason, but the deposed Communist leader still was under investigation for corruption
and abuse of power.
Efforts to form a new governing coalition continued to be disrupted Monday by allegations that leading politicians had links to the
former Communist secret police.
The office of Chief Prosecutor Hans-Juergen Joseph said two
members of Honecker's Politburo — State Security Chief Erich Mielke and Guenther Mittag, the economics minister — also would escape treason charges but, like Honecker, were suspected of corruption and misusing their power.
Treason proceedings were dropped against Joachim Herrmann,
Honecker's propaganda chief. The former Politburo member was
ordered released.
Honecker, 77, was arrested in January after undergoing surgery
for kidney cancer, but was freed the next day, and Mlelke also has
been released for health reasons. Mittag remains in custoday.
Prosecutors had said earlier that Honecker, Mielke and Mittag
would be indicted and put on trial this month for high treason, which
carries a maximum sentence of life in prison.
Joseph said in a statement Mondav, however, that treason indictments were not warranted and the three men also had been cleared
of conspiracy charges.
His statement, carried by the state-run news agency ADN, accused Honecker and his lieutenants of "persistent breaches of the
constitution."

University sponsors of the
workshop were the Western Reserve Geriatric Education
Center, Northwest Ohio Health
Promotion and Disease Prevention Network, the College of
Health and Human Services,
and the Center for Governmental Research and Public Service.

Beta
D Continued from page 3.
run by the same rules," Gagner
said.
Specifics of the policy include:
[Strict compliance with all
laws concerning alcohol and
drugs.
CNo alcohol can be purchased
with money from the chapter
treasuries, or by members on
behalf of the fraternity.
DNo alcohol may be present at
any rush or pledge function.
. All hazing activities are
strictly prohibited.
iSexually abusive behavior,
including any activities demean-

ing to women, are prohibited.
DUniform standards and regular inspections for fire prevention ana safety.
Implementation of the policy
will involve the education of
fraternity officers, local alumni
and faculty advisers, Cassady
said. Also, a 40-page manual will
soon be released to each chapter.
In addition, risk management
seminars will be conducted and
a monthly newsletter will
periodically address issues, he
said.

AUSTRALIA - NEW ZEALAND - SCOTLAND

Overseas Study 1990-91

0. Room

Si

Semester and one-year overseas
studies programs are now available
to our Bowling Green students in

ATTENTION GUYS AND GALS!

these beautiful countries. Most
majors are eligible. Courses trans-

JOIN THE FUN AND
EXCITEMENT!

Sunday
Brunch Buffet - 55.75
Monday
Italian Chicken Breast - $4.00
Tuesday - Steak Night
Wednesday
All You Can Eat Spaghetti - $4.00
Thursday
All You Can Eat Ribs - $4.00

#

BE A CHEERLEADER!
INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS
FOR 1990-91 TRYOUTS:
TUE. MAR. 27
8:00 P.M.
112 BA Bldg.

fer from prestigious universities.
Costs are the lowest of any U.S.
programs in these countries. The
only major requirement is good
academic standing with our university. Students are accepted on a
first-come, first-serve basis. Space
is limited. Apply now for this
"once-in-a-lifetime" opportunity.

Hours:
Sunday
Mon.-Thur.

WED. MAR. 28.
8:00 P.M.
1007 BA Bldg.

12-2pm
11:30 am-1:30 pm
4:30 pm-7:00 pm
11:30 am-1:30 pm
4:30-7 pm M-Th
12:00-2 pm Sun.

Friday
coupons, cash &
charge accepted

PLEASE ATTEND ONE

AUSTRALIA - NEW ZEALAND - SCOTLAND

Located in the University Union
sSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSKSS

135 South Byrne Rd.
Toledo, Ohio
531-0329

Where The Party Never Ends
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°?>

Hours:
12 Noon - 3 am. Mon-Thurs
12 Noon • 4 am. Friday
Opens 4 pm Sat. & Sun.

Wed. March 28
Amateur Night
First Prize $200
All entries receive $25
for entering

Campus
Pollyeyes
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Non-Alcoholic-Establishment 18 yrs. & Older to Enter
Deja Vu is always looking for new talent?
Waitresses Needed - Professional Atmosphere
Apply Within or Call 531-0329
DANCERS NEEDED - Excellent opportunity to make great money.

Applications are being accepted
for
Summer 1990 BG News editor
Fall 1990 BG News editor
1990-91 Gavel editor
1991 Key editor
1990-91 Miscellany editor
1990-91 Obsidian editor

"A Gathering Place"
4-4-0 E. Court

1352-9638 or 354-0056

NEW HOURS
Sun.-wed.
U:00 A.M.-2:00 A.M.
Thurs..Pri..Sal.
U:0O A.M.-3:00 A.M.
* IMPORTS ON DRAFT *
IRELAND

-Guinness Stout
•Labalts Bluff
Mooff«h«»d
Wantffln.i
-Woodrxckcr Cider
Bui Pale Ala

CANADA
GERMANY
ENGLAND

s

c

s

8.80

.50 OFF Any
New Calzone

3.50

Any Small
10 Inch Pan Pizza
With One Item
Extra Items '.70
A '5.20 Value

Double Pizza
Two 12 Inch one
Item Pan Pizzas
Extra Items '.90
A ' 12.80 Value

POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon expires 4/27/90

Filled with any pizza Items plus
a special sauce and a blend of
three cheeses
Extra Hems '90

POLLYEYES PIZZA

POLLYEYES PIZZA

coupon expires 4/27/90

coupon expires 4/27/90

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E.WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

Application forms may be obtained at
The BG News office, 214 West Hall.
■V -

walk

• $4.50 Smorg., 11-9 pm All You Can Eat
Soup, Salad & Pizza, Tues, Fri, & Sun
§ Bread Baked Fresh Daily
§ Please Tip Your Delivery Person
$ We Gladly Accept Visa, Master Card, &
Personal Checks.

SPECIAL COUPON PRICES

I

s
t

Live F.ntfrtainiiH'iil

Application deadline Thurs., April 12 5 p.m.

■■■■■■•■■■JS
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Rocky roads in town
scheduled for repair
by Brenda VanSlse

city writer

With warm weather just
around the corner, the Bowling
Green Public Works Department is preparing for a busy
season of road reconstruction to
repair the ravages of winter.
The city is trying to stay one
step ahead of the body shops by
repairing the streets before automobile damages occur.
Hitting a pothole with a car
can cause anywhere from $50 to
$500 worth of damage, according
to Dale Agner, owner of Agner's
body shop. He said he receives
between live and 10 complaints
each week about car damage
due to potholes.
John Lashawav, sales manager from Randy Coe's Auto
parts, is familiar with the high
costs of hitting a pothole. He
from local and wire reports
Beginning in July 1991, the
state will embark on a $1.1 billion road-building program
covering a four-year period.
Many of the projects had
been started during the 1970s,
but were dropped in 1980-1961
because of insufficient funds.
Forty-four counties will
receive state money. Leading
the list is Cuyahoga County,
with almost $205 million worth
of projects, of which two spill
into Lake County. Included was
$100 million in Cleveland for

shelled out almost $300 for repairs after hitting a pothole with
his '86 Astro van, having to buy
two new tires, two hubcaps, a
tow to the nearest gas station
and front-end alignment
The city has appropriated
$400,000 for repairing potholes,
said Bill Blair, director of public
works.
Blair said there is not enough
money in the city's budget to reeiir every road in the city. The
ansportation and saftey commission decides to completely
reconstruct new streets or to
pave over the already existing
streets.
According to Blair, the
majority of the funds for pothole
repairs is in the city budget, but
the city receives other funding
from the federal government
through fund-matching projects.
"Summer water projects in
the city will replace some

-

r^nm

streets that the city would otherwise be responsible for repairing," Blair said.
Paul Thiebaut, public works
superintendent, said the amount
of cold mix used to repair potholes and asphalt varies from
year to year. Last year, the city
used 70 tons of cold patch which
is currently selling for about
$36.50 per ton.
Several major city streets are
slated for repair this year:
DConneaut Avenue — Haskins
Road East to City Park entrance. Estimated cost: $148,000
a Railroad Avenue — between
Clough Street and Lehmen
Avenue. Estimated cost: $26,100
Streets to be replaced by
summer water projects include
Brigham Lane, Scott Boulevard,
Wilson Drive, Lambert Drive,
Vine Street, Garden Court,
Grant Street, South Winter Garden Road and Pike Street.

. «■»■ '
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Bashing Biddle Street

Area roads get state funds
building two express lanes on
Interstate 271 from the Summit
County line to Ohio 91 in Lake
County, and a new interchange
at 1-271 and Harvard Road.
About $139 million was set
aside for improvements to U.S.
35 in Southwestern Ohio.
In Wood County, an interchange will be constructed on
1-75 and Ohio 795. Work will

also include the construction of
a connector to the proposed 1-75
and Ohio Turnpike interchange.
The state will provide $8.4
million and the work is scheduled for late 1991.
The existing Ohio 795 interchange with 1-280 will be redesigned to include widening approximately half a mile of Ohio

795 providing a four-lane facility between 1-75 and 1-280.
The state will provide $7.5
million and construction is
scheduled for mid-1994.
Ohio 20 will be widened to
four lanes from Perrysburg to
Woodville for about 12 miles.
$25 million in state money will
be provided and work is scheduled for mid-1994.

Ohio 2 from 1-280 in Lucas
County east to Ohio 579 in Ottawa County will be widened to
a five-lane undivided facility
and a four-lane divided road
will be constructed from Ohio
579 to the vicinity of the DavisBesse Nuclear Power Plant for
about 19 miles. The state will
provide $25 million and work is
scheduled for early 1995.

ATTENTION?

♦
♦
Graphic Design ♦
& ♦
UCT* majors ♦♦
♦

A slimulailng trip through some of ihe most influential Ideas
in history: Judeo-Chrisflanily. Humanism. The Scientific Revolution. Feminism. Democracy, and more. Enjoy discussions (rather ihan lectures), short writing assignments (rather
than multiple-guess questions), small classes, a dynamic
teaching staff.
Find oul what a college educallon is all about, and strelch
those summer-weary brain cells.
Credit for either Group IV or Group V requirements, as you
choose.

Questions? Call Dr. Ryan Tweney,
Coordinator, at 372-8482

FCIN FOOD, FUN TIMES,
FOR FUN PEOPLE
$

104 8. MAIN
353-0988
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

TUESDAY IS PROGRESSIVE MITE

Featuring: UnCle Milte'S

Student Publications will be interviewing
APRIL 2 - 6
for
Fall Semester '90
Production Assistants.
Apply at Student Employment,
460 Student Services Bldg.
Don't miss your chance
for hands-on experience!

•VCT malm: dwek with ma coop offic* lor t

MMM

coop wtm uai

Greenbriar Inc.
We will be leasing the following
locations for the Foil of 1990
• East Merry Avenue Apartments - 522 E. Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Ave.. 542 &
560 Frazee Ave.
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin. 624, 670
(will have new carpeting), 656 Frazee Ave.
• Buff Apartments-1470 & 1490 Clough St.
• Campbell Hill Apartments- 3 Bedrooms

SUMMER
At Cleveland State University. We offer over
750 different summer classes — days, evenings,
or Saturdays — and most run for just 5W weeks
instead of 11. (We also offer some 8 and 11
week sessions.) So call 216-687-3770 or write
the Registrar, CSU,
Cleveland, Ohio 44115.
Summer may be long
and hot, but the classes at
CSU are short and sweet.

CSU
No Limits.

=

Coll or Stop in for o Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses

In Sandusky County, U.S. 6
will be widened to four .lanes
from west of the intersection of
Ohio 53 and U.S. 6 to Ohio 20
(Fremont bypass) for 2.17
miles.
Ohio 23 will be widened to
four lanes from Ohio 12 north to
the intersection of U.S. 6 and
Ohio 53 for about one mile.
Work will also include an interchange of U.S. 6 and Ohio 53,
eliminating the present intersection of the two routes.
The state will provide $15
million.

Preferred Properties ♦

Can't Decide What to Take Next Fall?
Consider GREAT IDEAS (A&S 20O)

N***/*** vhnu*

Foreman Joe Hossler (left), of Underground (JUIities. talks with Scott Nickoli while Dan Franklin (right)
removes another bucketful of Biddle Street, which has been under construction for the past month. Underground pipes have been installed, and soon the street will be repaved.

Phone 352-9378
SUMMER LEASING
FOX RUN
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR

PIEDMONT
BIRCHWOOD PLACE
HOUSES
All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
Monday thru Friday 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Cotigrattulations
ft

Pete
Mattimore

BG News
Salt;spers<>n of the Week:
M[arch 13 -16, 1990

Leaving
school
has
never been
so easy.
It's not surprising (hat so many students move with Ryder
We've got sturdy, dependable trucks in all sizes. Many are
automatics, with power steering, air conditioning, and FM on
top of the AM. Plus. Ryder can help oul with boxes, hand trucks,
even moving tips.
And we're so easy on the wallet too.
Call your neighborhood dealer
Olley's Shell Service
402 E. wooster
or
Ryder Truck Rental
(rarysburg)

3r>4l8IO
MJO-9833

(colleen

352-0717
224
E. Wooster St.

Hours:
M-F
9a.m.-5p.m.
Sat.
9a.m.-lp.m.

This coupon good for either $10 of a local rental,
or $25 off a 1 -way rental.
ikNot .MM writ, .n,
»« account o. on*

RYDER
a*k there at every urn

-....
- ,-_.
"Pir** July Si, 1990

♦
♦
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Sports Tuesday
Don
Hensley

Maine sweep sends
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home
by Mike Drabenstott
sports writer

Columnist
views
variety
of sports
ORONO, Maine — Thoughts
and Impressions on sports while
traveling 36 hours in a van to
cover the Bowling Green hockey
team in the NCAA tournament.
D D D
It's strange how things work.
In a season tilled with investigations and probes, the
world of college basketball was
brought back to reality these
last few weeks by a small college in California.
In the midst of their own personal tragedy, the Loyola Marymount basketball team has
shown an entire nation that
sometimes all it takes is strong
will and hope to overcome even
the largest adversities.
But, at the same time the nation was enveloping the underdog drama being produced by
the Lions, the media once again
blew the entire scenario out of
proportion.
Following Loyola's 62-60 victory over Alabama, CBS superimposed the profile of the Lions
deceased teammate, Hank
Gathers, onto the screen with
the arena in the background.
With this on the screen, CBS's
own melodramatic king, Brent
Musburger, took over by sensationalizing like only he can to the
point where the death of Gathers
became more of a side show
than a tragedv.
This type of action is one that
is always heavily disputed.
Where do you draw the line?
How far do you go with the
story?
Personally, after the tragedy,
enough was said and done in the
newspapers and on the news to
suffice. After the first week, it
would have been nice to let the
viewing audience enjoy what the
team was doing in memory of
their departed friend and
teammate.
C □ D
How is it possible that Detroit
Red Wings forward Bob Probert
is back on the ice already?
After being caught at the
United States-Canada border
with 14.3 grams of cocaine in his
underwear, Probert has spent
one year off the ice and is now
with the Red Wings for the rest
of the season.
Transporting cocaine across
the border is a major federal
offense and one which would put
the common man behind bars
for a good chunk of his life.
What makes Probert so special? He's a professional athlete
and that's the only thing that
matters.
If you can shoot a wrist-shot,
hit a baseball or tackle Bo Jackson, you are instantly granted
the right to break any law you
wish and receive a light enough
punishment so that it does not
affect your career.
Come on, where do the morals
we try to preach to today's youth
come into play? "Don't do
drugs," the slogans say in every
paper and on every television
station, yet the youth of today
read about their hero who was
let off easy for attempting to
transport drugs across the border.
It's been preached about over
and over, but until the NHL,
NBA, NFL and every other
professional organization decides to take these circumstances into their own hands, the
problem is only going to get
worse.
D D D

The world of baseball continues to become one big soap
opera.
The owners and players are
ready to play ball, hut now there
is no one to call the game once
the season starts.
In a year which has been filled
with controversy surrounding
the "Boys of Summer," the men
in blue have suddenly grabbed
the spotlight.
After an extended lockout
forced a delay in spring training
while the players and owners
hammered out an agreement, it
appears someone forgot to tell
the umpires everything was settled.
Because now they have
walked off the job and left those
D See Hensley, page 8.

Maine freshman Brian Downey tries to control the puck in front of Bowling Green goaltender Paul Connell during the first round of the NCAA
Tournament at Orono. Maine. The Black Bears swept the Falcons to ad-

Baseball
5-6 on
spring trip
by Matt Schroder
assistant sports editor

When the gates at the
Oakland A's spring training facility were unlocked
on March 18, the defending
major league champs weren't the only ball club
taking the field.
Bowling Green, along
with Dartmouth, Columbia
and Northwestern, made
the trip to Phoenix, Ariz.,
to play a week's worth of
games at the A's spring
training facility.
The Falcons finished the
week 5-6 to move their
overall record to 9-6.
Against Columbia on
Saturday, BG finished the
trip with a bang as the
team exploded for 14 runs
while senior righthander
Chris Fugitt (1-0) went the
distance, allowing only two
runs. Fugitt also has one
save and a 3.00 earned run
average.
The Dig gun for the Falcons was senior Kyle
Hockman who went 3-for-5,
including a bases-clearing
double in the sixth inning
for three of his six runs
batted in.
Before Saturday's win,
the Falcons dropped two in
a row — a 9-8 loss to Dartmouth and a 5-1 defeat at
the hands of Columbia.
Head coach Ed Platzer
said BG played better than
the 5-6 result may indicate.
"We lost five games by a
total of six runs," Platzer
said. "We were very competitive all week. The only
Sad game we played was
Thursday (the 5-1 loss)
against Columbia."
On Wednesday however,
the Falcons had a stellar
outing. Senior righthander
Dave Freese won his second game in three decisions, going all the way
for a 7-1 BG win over DU.
Freese leads BG starters
with a 1.80 ERA.
Sophomore righthander
Greg Sharp (34, 3.17) got
BG on track, winning backto-back games on Tuesday
and Wednesday after the
Falcons dropped their first
n See Baseball, page 9.

Courtesy of The Key/Paul Vemon
vance in the tourney. BG. meanwhile, lost in the tournament's first round
for the third-consecutive year.

ORONO, Maine - If the ice at
Maine's Alfond Arena could
talk, it might still be laughing at
the practical joke it played on
BG goalie Paul Connell.
With a 5-on-3 man advantage
in the middle of Saturday's second period, the Falcons were
looking to erase a 3-2 deficit and,
in turn, boost their chance of
evening the best-of-three NCAA
Tournament series at a game
each.
Then the unthinkable happened.
Connell came out to redirect a
clearing pass off Black Bear
Mike Barkley's stick, when the
ice turned its devilment. As the
Falcon goalie reached out, the
choppy surface flipped the puck
over Connell's stick and into the
net.
The 180-foot fluke goal gave
MU a 4-2 lead and eventual 5-2
win. This on the heels of an 8-4
Black Bear victory Friday sent
MU onward and the somber
Falcons, who ended the season
25-17-2, back to Bowling Green
where laughing was the last
thing on their minds.
"What happened tonight to
Paul was an unfortunate situation for any young man in
sports," Falcon head coach
Jerry York said. "Nobody was
pointing fingers at Paul. No one
came up to Paul and said anything in a derogatory manner."
Similarly, Connell said the
miscue, which partly arose from
wanting to get the puck to Blake
as quickly as possible, resembled the way his senior year has
unceremoniously transpired.
"I just did what I thought I
had to do, and unfortunately I
came up on the wrong end of the
stick," the senior said. "The
first thing that went through my
head was, 'What a season I'm
having.'
D See leers, page 9.

UC thumps BG 75-60 in NIT
by Andy Woodard
sports editor

CrNCrNNATI — A great performance by junior Joe Moore
wasn't enough to lead Bowling
Green to victory in its first
round National Invitation Tournament game against the University of Cincinnati on March
16.
Moore
scored a career-high 30
points and had
nine rebounds,
but the Falcons bowed to
the Bearcats
75-60 before a
vocal crowd of
9,187 at Shoe- Moore
maker Center.
Cincinnati (20-14 overall) lost
to DePaul 61-59 in the NIT's second round.
Against the Falcons, though,
the Bearcats nearly were unstoppable.
Their press forced BG into a
whopping season-high 26 turnovers. They also held a 33-28 rebounding advantage. Of the 33
caroms, 21 were at the offensive
end.
"Their whole game was the
trapping defense and offensive
rebounds," BG head coach Jim
Larranaga said. "I told the guys
if we out-rebound them and nave
under 20 turnovers, we win.
"I thought we would have 16 to
18.1 never anticipated as many
as 26."
Despite the Bearcats' dominance in these areas, Moore lead
an early second-half charge
which gave the Falcons the lead.
□ See Falcons, page 8.
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Junior Billy Johnson (left) and sophomore Kirk Whiteman grimace during the final minutes of the Falcons'
75-60 NIT loss to Cincinnati March 16. BG finished the year at 18-11 overall.

Softball team loses 11 of 12 on break
by Charles Toll
assistant sports editor

The women's Softball team
discovered the hard way decent
pitching can't overcome sloppy
defense on its California Spring
trip.
In 12 games, Bowling Green
committed 35 errors, including
seven in a 3-0 loss to 12th-ranked
Texas A&M, on its way to a 1-11
record.
The Falcons also experienced
problems at the plate, scoring
only 13 runs on the entire trip
ana being shutout seven times.
One reason for the lack of runs
was because most of the teams
already have played in 20 or
more games this season.
I

Five games came against
teams ranked among the top 16
in the nation — Cal State Fullerton (ranked No. 1), Fresno State
(No. 4), Oregon (No. 5), Utah
(No. 16) and Texas A&M.
BG coach Jacquie Joesph said
while the light scoring was expected, the errors weren't.
"Scoring only 13 runs in 12
games is not a striking statistic
against the teams we were playing," she said. "We did not play
well defensively and that's what
hurt us the most.
"We wanted to develop some
sort of consistencey. That's
something we didn't do."
While the Falcons were
slumping at the plate and fumbling in the field, two pitchers
did all they could to keep them

close.

Senior Lisa Huff ord pitched in
all but one game on the trip and
earned the win in the Falcons
only victory, a 4-0 triumph over
U.S. International. Hufford also
recorded a team low 1.59 earned
run average.
'It's frustrating for (Hufford)
to throw well enough to win and
not have a team play behind
her," Joesph said.
Joesph said freshman hurler
Amy Simmons made a good impression in seven relief appearances. Simmons, who worked
out of a bases loaded, no-out lam
against Texas A&M, left with a
L62ERA.
Joesph said despite winning
only one game on the trip, the
team earned valuable experi-

ence.
"When you're out on the field
with the best teams in the nation, you're goal is to do best,"
she said. "When the conference
season starts, we will be more
comfortable because we did
play the best."
Junior Becky Baily led the
Falcons with 10 hits and a .238
average on the trip. Senior Michelle Clagett was second on the
team, collecting eight hits.
The Falcons wuTtake the rest
of the week off before playing
Ohio State Friday at 9 a.m. in
the first round of the five-team
Ohio State Invitational this
weekend.
Their first home game will be
a doubleheader on April 3
against Toledo.
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Track teams do well Three Falcon icersturn pro
at Florida State meet
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — The men's and
women's track teams capped off their spring trip
with impressive showings at the Florida State Relays last weekend.
The non-scoring meet featured participants
from more than 100 schools.
Falcons' runners and relay teams won four
events on the first day of competition, while second, third and fourth place finishes dotted the second day's for BG.
On Friday, the shuttle relay team of sophomores
Tara Allen and Amy Litz, freshman Leslie Moorman and junior Ginger Lake was timed in 1:01.45
to capture the event.
Also for the women, senior Vidd Rose berry finished second in the discus competition with a best
throw of 14S-8.
For the men, sophomore Todd Black began what
would be an excellent meet for him by winning the
1,500-meter run with a career-best time of 3:53.4.
Also earning a first-place was junior Tim Absten in
the open 800-meter run with a time of 1:52.5.
The other first was earned by the 800-meter relay team of junior Cliff Clack, Absten, senior Dave
Hand and freshman Shawn Blanchett, running a
time of 1:29.08.
Absten was second in the open 400-meter event
with a time of 49.1 seconds while senior Mike
McKenna posted a career-best time of 30:29.9 in
the 10,000-meter race to finish third.

Junior John Wodarskl also had a career-best
time in the steeplechase with a time of 9:37.6.
On Saturday, the best BG finished was turned in
by senior Missy Ellers in the 10,000-meter run. Ellens posted a career-best time of 37:21.7 to finish
second in the meet.
For the men, a third-place by junior Steve Cyrus
in the pole vault was the best finish of the day. He
cleared 15-1.
Sophomore Reed Parks had the best BG finish in
the throws with a fourth in the hammer throw on
the basis of a toss of 175-6. Sophomore John Slater
was right behind Parks with a best of 169-5 to place
firth.

Junior Kyle Wray was fifth in the discus competition with a 163-3 effort.
Black capped off his meet as a Falcon by helping
two relays finish fourth.
Black anchored the sprint medley team to a time
of 3:27.35. Other members of the foursome were
Clack. Blanchett and Abstin. Black also was the
leadotf leg of the 3200-meter relay team which
posted a time of 7:36.73. Fellow members of the
squad were senior Brian Betz, junior Mike Stives
and junior Brian Hock.

REGISTER
J\n A Free Caribbean Cruise For Two
INCLUDING MR FARE
Courtesy ol Costa Ciuise Lines ana Cal-Central Marketing Corporation

While the Bowling Green
hockey season ended on a sour
note when Maine swept the
Falcons out of the NCAA tournament, three players from
this team have taken their
skates and sticks to the professional ranks.
Three-time Hobey Baker
finalist Nelson Emerson has
signed a multi-year deal with
the St. Louis Blues and has
been assigned to Peoria where
he has already played three

games for the Rivermen.
In his brief stint be has recorded one goal and one assist
and currently prosseses a
minus-three plus/minus rating. While Emerson is toiling
for Peoria, he may still be
called up to St. Louis for the
Blues'playoff run.
Junior Rob Blake passed up
his remaining year of eligibility when he signed with the Los
Angeles Kings Monday. Blake
practiced with the Kings Mon-

day and is expected to be in the
lineup Tuesday when Los Angeles plays Winnipeg.
Marc Potvin also has taken
to the professional ranks as he
is currently playing with the
Detroit Red Wings' minor
league squad in Adirondack. In
his three games with them,
Potvin has tallied two goals
and received five penalty
minutes.
All terms for the three contracts were undisclosed.

Falcon golfers tie for first
at weather-shortened Navy
tourney over weekend
ANNAPOLIS, Md. - The
men's golf team tied for first
over the weekend in the weather-shortened Navy Spring Invitational.
The Falcons and Central Connecticut State both shot one
round totals of 304 on the par-71
U.S. Naval Academy Golf Club
course.

Snow forced cancellation of
Saturday's final round.
Central Connecticut State, the
No. 1 team in the East region of
Division I schools, was awarded
the championship plaque on the
basis of a better score oy its No.
5 player than BG's fifth player.
Juniors Doug Ray and Bill

Lehman both shot four-over par
75s to tie for seventh individually.
Sophomores Pat Konesky and
Brett Fulford both carded 77s,
while freshman Kyle Henzel
struggled to an 88.
The meet was the first of the
spring for the Falcons.

Falcons
O Continued from page 7.
With the Falcons trailing 35-30
at the 17:39 mark of the second
half, Moore scored eight of BG's
next 10 points to give the Falcons a 40-36 advantage with
14:32 remaining.
The 6-foot-3 forward also had
two steals and a rebound in the
run.
But the Bearcats' offensive
rebounding and especially the
turnovers proved to be too
much.
They retook the lead four
minutes later and steadily increased it the rest of the way.
"We varied our pressure
points from the half court to the
three-quarter court," Cincinnati
head coach Bob Huggins said.
Andre Tate, the Bearcats' 6-5

guard who scored 23 points,
said. "We came out in the second half and changed up our defense. That kinda surprised
them."
Moore said the Falcons expected the pressure.
"We weren't surprised. But
the turnovers killed us. We had
too many turnovers." said
Moore, who made 10-of-15 field
goal attempts and all 10 of his
free throws.
Despite being outplayed for
most of the first half, BG was
down only 30-26 at halftime.
Moore had 10 first half points.
Center Ed Colbert made all
seven of his field goal attempts
and finished with 14 points.
No other Falcon had more
than five points.
Backing Tate for Cincinnati

B.G. TAXI
352-0796
RESERVE

•NO
SERVICE
ON
SUNDAY

OFFICERS'

was Louis Banks' 19 points and
Levert Robinson with 10. Banks
had nine rebounds.
The Falcons finished with
three-straight losses for an 18-11
record. But the entire roster returns for next year.
"We won't be satisfied with 18
wins and a third place finish (in
the Mid-American Conference)
next year," Larranaga said.
"We'll set goals and plan ahead
for next year now."

Hensley
a Continued from page 7.
involved to wonder who will call
the balls and strikes once play
resumes in April.
The umpires have a legitimate
beef. The scenario has now become simple; the players and
owners get richer while the men
who keep things under control
on the field are suddenly forgotten.
Because of the need to get all
162 games played, the umpires
are losing days off while at the
same time receiving no extra
pension.
So why not pay them what
they need. After all, someone
has to babysit all the rich kids.
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Jones still gets 'em out
by Chuck Mervin
Associated Press writer

make a decision now. Either trade me or play me
or do something.'"
Klein listened, promoting Jones on June 28,1987,
and Jones has been one of the majors' best relief
pitchers ever since.
His 69 saves the past two seasons rank third in
the American League behind Dennis Eckersley
(78) and Jeff Reardon (73). He was 7-10 with 32
saves last year, and his 2.34 ERA was the lowest
among major-league pitchers with losing records.
Because he seems to do it with mirrors, with a
fastball that oddly fades away from left-handed
hitters, the right-handed Jones has never received
the respect given to harder throwers like Eckersley and Reardon. But he hopes his style will translate into a long career.
"A guy like a Goose Gossage, who throws 100
percent as hard as he can all the time, that must
take a toll," Jones said. "But it's all in how you're
used. Everybody has his own individual delivery
and mechanics. As long as you stay within those
mechanics, you shouldn't have physical problems.
It's when you do something differently that it
causes deterioration."
To make certain he keeps consistent, Jones watches videotapes of himself each winter, studying
the finer points of his motion so he'll be able to pinpoint any problems as they crop up.
He went to the VCR in 1987, for example, when
he started off the season poorly, and he discovered
the problem shortly before he was sent to Buffalo.
"I was scared of the hitters and I was being tentative with my delivery." he said. "I was placing
the ball, not following through. The day I spotted
it, Jack Aker (then the pitching coach) walked into
the room. I said, 'Jack, look here, I've spotted
something.'I turned around and be wasn't there."

TUCSON, Ariz. — Cleveland reliever Doug
Jones is 32, an age when your classic late-inning
stopper might begin wondering how long his fastball will remain swift enough to keep Mm in the
game.
Jones doesn't worry about such things.
"I've never been a classic anything," he says.
"All I did well, even when I was a starter in the
minors, was get people out. I didn't strike out a lot
of people. I just got people out"
He's still getting people out now that the Indians
have come to rely on him as their closer, even
though he claims to throw only two pitches: a fastball that peaks in the high 80s, and a changeup that
acts like a sinker.
For that reason — the lack of a flashy pitch like a
split-fingered fastball or a 95-mph blazer — Jones
was widely overlooked during his first 10 years in
professional baseball. He bounced around the
Milwaukee farm system from 1978 to 1984, getting
only one brief shot at the big leagues, before the
Indians signed him for their Class AA team in 1985.
Convinced be wasn't destined to be a starter.
Cleveland made Jones a relief pitcher. He started
only three of his 43 appearances at Class AAA
Maine in 1986. compiling a 2.09 ERA and earning a
September trip to the majors, where he registered
his first major-league save.
Still, doubts remained. When Jones struggled a
bit at the start of the 1967 season, the Indians sent
him to the minors again. He didn't squawk much at
first, but he began to get upset when his 104 ERA
in 23 games at Buffalo didn't seem to be attracting
enough attention.
"I told Joe Klein (then the Indians' general
After going 6-5 with a 3.15 ERA and eight saves
manager) I was doing the lob better than anybody for Cleveland in 1967, Jones had to prove himself
he had," Jones said. "I told him, 'You have to one more time.

leers
o Continued from page 7.
"I couldn't believe the luck I
was having. But I gave it my
best shot tonight and I really
don't have any complaints."
BG had no complaints about
his performance otherwise —
Connell played perhaps his beat
game of the season, helping BG
to a 1-1 tie after the first period.
Blake tallied the Falcon goal
after a wrist shot trickled
through the webbing of MU
netminder Scott King's glove.
The team's exchanged goals
until the Black Bears' Jim
Montgomery notched a gamewinning, power-play goal from
the left side at 11:21 into the second put MU up, 3-1
That was all the advantage
King and the Black Bear defense
needed. While the defense clogged the middle and did not allow
BG to penetrate close to the
goal, the last line of defense held
up his end also.
"I thought King played a career game," York said. "I haven't seen him play a lot of
games, but the type of game he
played tonight was outstanding."

Though Black Bear head Marc Potvin said. "It's tough to
coach Shawn Walsh also praised think that it's over and you won't
King's peformance, he ap- be putting on that uniform
plauded tais squad's ability to again. Butlike (York) said, you
adjust to BG's physical game.
pass it down to the next class
The one thing about our team and hope they wear that sweater
proud
and do something for the
is that we can play a physical
game if you want to play physi- school."
cal and we can play a skating
game if you want to play a skatD a D
ing game," he said. We exTop-seeded Michigan State
pected Bowling Green to be fell to Boston University, two
physical and it was physical."
games to one, while the other top
Friday, the Falcons fell prey seeds advanced to this weekto four unanswered second- end's NCAA Tournament final
period goals as the Black Bears four at Detroit's Joe Louis
rolled to the 8-4 win.
Arena.
The MU freshman line of
The Spartans beat the TerBrian Downey, Montgomery
and Justin Tomberlin provided riers 6-3 Friday, but lost Saturfour goals in the winning effort, day 5-3 and Sunday by the same
while Martin Jiranek added two score. Wisconsin defeated
Maine in two games, Colgate
goals for the Falcons.
The sweep marked the third drubbed Lake Superior in two,
consecutive season in which the while Boston College took three
Falcons have been eliminated in games to dispose of Minnesota.
the first round of the NCAA
Tournament. Ironically, MU
This weekend's Final Four
knocked BG out in 1988.
match-ups look like this: ColFor the Falcon seniors, their gate vs. Boston University and
last game on the ice was not a Wisconsin vs. Boston College,
with the semi-final games Friwelcome sight.
"It's difficult when you spend day and the final and consolafour years at any place," senior tion games Saturday.

Baseball
D Continued from page 7.
two games of the trip 3-1 and 4-3,
to DO and NU, respectively.
Platzer said he liked what he
saw from his pitchers in Arizona.
"We saw a lot of pitching last

week," he said. "We gave some
people some opportunities and
I'm more comfortable now with
our depth at that position.''
D D D
BG opens its home schedule
today at 3 p.m. against Michigan. Last season, the Falcons

upset the Wolverines 1-0, for just
their third win over UM in 34
games.
"This is an important week for
us," Platzer said. "We want to
tune-up and get ready for the
(Mid-Amrerican Conference)
season."
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
SOWLWQ GREEN STATE UHIVEBSITY
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
Campus Recruitment Cilmdir f 11
For The Weeks 01
April 9. II. 23*30. IISO
Scheduling On-Csmpus
Interview Appointments
The fast day ol sign up* lor ntsrviews during
tie period of AprH 9 through May 4. 1990 wd
M hex) on Wadnaaday. Merch28. at 4 p m al
the Lanhart BakoomUnrvaraHy Union (Advsnced Job Hunters Slgn-Upa Ml Be held at
3 00 p m ) Education sign-ups w* be held al
8:00 p m on the second floor. Student Ssralcaa Bunding (Advanced Job Hunters Signup
we be held at 5 30 p m I Al regiatranla muet
have a Flrat Choice Interview Card to participate
in the first day of signups After the hrst day.
students and alumni may sign-up for interviews
from 8 a m to 5 p m al the University Placement Services 300 Student Services Bunding A Data Sheet for Raauma for Maeterf
candidates) muet be submitted for each
Insarvlow sc had u led at the time of algn-up.
Cancellation of interview Appointments:
Cancellation of an interview must be reported In
peraon lo the University Placement Services no
later than 5 p m one week (7 luH days) belore
the interview day Complete a cancellation card
in the Sign-Up Room of the Placement Office
Cenceastions attar true time wll be considered
a no-show You are encouraged to carefuly
consider employers before signing up for nterviewe
No Stow PoNcy: Failure to appear for a scheduled interview or violation of the cancellation
poacy wet result in immediate suspension of
your sign-up privileges for the next recruiting
period It you did not honor your scheduled
Interview, you are required to write a letter of
apology to the employer for missing the interview, bring the letter with an addressed, stamped envelope, and meet with a Placement
Counselor before scheduling any additional
Interviews Any student who "no-shows" twice
wV be denied Interviewing privileges for the remainder of the academic year
Notice on Crtlienehlp Requirements: An
asterisk (•) foaowtng an organizational name
denotee specific requirements regarding work
status in the United States Please review these
requirements carefuly Onty those organizations with an asterisk (') w* interview candidates with a student visa Students who do not
meet the work statue requirements are encouraged 10 sign- up on the waiting Hat
Spotlight PreeentattonszSpotlight presentations offer valuable information about career
paths, detailed position reeponaejfettee and organizatxjnal philosophy All students scheduling
interviews are strongly encouraged to attend
appropriate Spotlights Spotlight presentations
ere usualy held HI the Teft Room in the University Union at 6 p m or 7 30 p m Occasionally
spotlights are held in the University Placement
Services office. To enter the Student Services
Building in the evening, you muet use the second floor, patio entrance Please consult the
calendar lor appropriate dates, times and locations
Additional Placement Sorvtcee: There are important services available to you at the Llnrverstty Placement Services Please note thai not al
organizations and companies regularly recruit
on cotsge campuses The Hat below generally
redacts the high demand areas m the work) of
work. Don't become discouraged If your career
■eld ie not requeated To aasiet you In conducting an assertive job search, the University
Placement Services provides career and
placement counseling, credential services, fob
search workshops, professional development
seminars, career fairs and an alumni Falcon
Network The sxcseerrl Center lor Career Resources offers you career and employer information and current job vacancies m ALL career
fields Placemen! Counselors directly refer regietered students to employers m their desired
career fields Insure your access to these services by registering with the University Placement Services m your final year at Bowling
Qreen State University

Monday. April«
Ohio LerjaVstrve Service Commleelon
Tuesday. April 10
Ctry of Akron
Signature Cuetom Prmleo Products
State Farm insurance
Wednesday. April 11
Etyna Crry Schools
Thursday, April II
Etyna City Schools
Oept ol the Navy
Monday. April II
Prudential Financial Services
Tuesdsy. April 17
BkxxnfceM Hies School Ow.lr.cl
VandeM Butler City Schools
Wednesday. April IS
CiOa-Geigy
Medina Co. Board of Education
Thursday April 19
Foxmoor Specially Stores
Sidney city Schools
Taco Bel Pepeico
Friday April 20
Mayfiew City Schools
The Limited

Entrepreneurs Club
Presents
A Review of the ACE Conference

SERVICES OFFERED

M

RESUMES

Thursday. April 21
Batcors
Vucom Graphicay stems

Quality typeset or
laser imsgeset
from your typewritten copy or
compatible Macintosh program
$16 for one page
Don't put It off any longer'

Friday, April 27
Computer Task Group, Inc.
UniGraphics
211 West Hal
372 7418

Friday, May 4
U.S. Air Force

CAMPUS It CITY EVENTS

Don't Miss The
BGSU Men's Chorus
and the
OSU 0 lee Club
In concert
Saturday, March 31
7:30 p.m.
Kobscker Hsll
For tickets, cell
3724171

A TO Z DATA CENTER ■ 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS, Federal
Express. Typing. Resumes. FAX. copies
Leader in EDITING SERVICES for
Theses. Books. Articles. Reports
* RESUMES. Composed & Laser Printed'
State-of-the-art WORD PROCESSING
Versatile. Al-Ph D Stall
KORREKT SERVICE Cell 352-8744

LSAT-GMAT-GRE-MCAT-FMOEMS
Kaplan Educational Center
Small ctassess
Home Study Materiela
Test-n-Tspe Library
Take Kaplan or take your chances1
Classes Forming Now 536-3701

•ETHNIC STUDIES ASSOCIATION*
Come and see whet we're al about1
Every Wednesday (341 Educ Bldg )
730pm
An organization to celebrate
cultural diversity
'EVERYONE WELCOME!'
ALL STUDENTS WITH NATIONAL DIRECT
STUDENT LOANS. PERKINS LOANS. OR
NURSING STUDENT LOANS WHO ARE GRADUATING OR LEAVING B G S U AT THE END
OF SPRING SEMESTER. 1990. SHOULD
CALL THE STUDENT LOAN OFFICE AT
372-81 12 TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR
AN EXIT INTERVCW.
Bowing Green State University wll be holding s
Pubic Auction of bicycles on Tuesday. April
10, 1990. These bicycles have been abandoned and have been in the custody of Pubsc
Safety It you believe your bicycle could be
among those to be auctioned, bring proof of
ownership and a tut description of your bicycle
to the University Police Department on Tuesday. March 27; Wednesday March 28, and
Thursday. March 29 between the hours of
3:00pm and 5:00pm

Typeset Resumes

•15.MT

Need a caring response
to your pregnancy concerns?
Cal BG PREGNANCY CENTER
H354-H0PE
For kilo on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
end supporting services
Typing 1 35 per page 3540371
TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable rates with accuracy
Cal 362-3987 trom SAM to 9PM

PERSONALS

SORORITY

FALL

RUSH INFORMATION
NIGHT
March 28129
9:1 SUnion Town Suite
For more information cal
Ann Brogsn at 372-2534

•HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT MAJORS'
Become a leader-Be an officer
Al underclassmen entitled to run
Elections for Hospitality Management Society
Officers Wed March 28th-7:30
More mlormationSee Measss Bandy BA 369
CAVS ' UAO ' CAVS ' UAO ' CAVS
CAVS VS BOSTON CELTICS
Friday. April 6 at 4:30
S18 lot transportation S ticket
Skjn up at the UAO oil ice
Dels Sig Kattry Michaels
Congrats on being the #1 pledge, you deserve
N. From the pseudo and the true pledges from
h-

I i N

s in {

NEEDED: Two eubteaaers lo share specious * 1
bdrm. house, for summer, across the street
from campus Fleesoneble Cal 353-4982

TutorlCounaelor
Residential Minimum sophomore classification
Four Positions

Designer clothes St Bargain Basemen! Prices
era at Elite Repeat 525 Ridge St.. Bowing
Green

WANTED-WANTED- 1 or 2 Female roommates
for summer HOUSE on 3rd and S Cossgs. futy
finlehed Cal anytime 353-8043. ask tor Uz

DST!
DfTTI

WANTEO
Female Roommate for Fal '90 or Spring '91.
Columbia Court Aprs Cat Lynn or Kay

DM1

353-5658.

WE'RE NUMBER ONE
SECOND TO NONEI
YOU KNOW THAT!
YOU KNOW THAT!
YOU KNOW THAT!
YOU KNOW THAT!

HELP WANTED
D»TI
DSTI
DSTI

DZ • OZ • OZ • 02
Dels Zeta VIZ Appreciation Week
March 27-30
DZ • DZ • DZ • D2
G.A.M.M.A.
Greeks Advocsting Mature Management
of Alcohol
Invites you to (oin us a!
our meetings on Thurs. March 29
at 9:15 in 111 BA
G.A.M.M.A.
OET READY FOR SPRING BREAK
iSSoftal non-prescription sunglasses
atDrs Osama S Archer, Inc.
1022 N Prospect
Serengetl ■ Porsche
Ray Ban ■ Vuamet
Carrera ' Flourescents

Good home needed
for yeer old. very loving
black, white and grey
mala tiger cal
Housebroken and handsome
Cal 352 6353 after five or
372-8202 during weekday

Like to wear designer clothes
You csn buy St s traction of original
coat at Eete Repeat 525 Ridge St
Pregnant? - Choose Adoption Emotfonafly S
financlaty secure couple wishes to sdopl mfsnt
chad Call Lou Ann 419 382-1050
TO MY HOMEOIRL
TONYA "ICE" EDWARDS
GOOD LUCK IN THE NCAA'S!
YOU ARE THE BEST AND I'LL
BE THERE IF YOU MAKE IT TO
THE FINAL 41
NO MATTER WHAT, YOUR'RE STILL
NUMBER ONE WITH ME!
LOVE YA, "PETER"
UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS
CONTESTi PRIZES'
Gym Bag T Shirt-Gift Certificate
ENTER TODAY!
Entries are now being accepted lor the
1990-91 intramural champion T-shirt design
Entries mug! be submitted by March 26th to the
IM Office - Room 108 SRC All designs must be
10" X 10" or srnaser. Designs must be submitted using 2 colors on the background color ol
your choice. The winning selection wll be
prtnasd on 100S cotton T-srxrts
WANT TO BE A CHEERLEADER?
IF SO PLEASE ATTEND ONE OF
THESE INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS
TUESDAY, MARCH 27
8PM . 112BABL0G
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28
8 PM.. 1007 BABLOO.
WANTED
Female roommate for Fal '90 or Spring '91
Columbia Court Apis Cal Lynn or Kay
353-5858.
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO
11,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!!
Obfectrve Fundraiser
Commitment: Minimal
Money Raise S1,400
Cost Zero Investment
Campus organizations, dubs,
frsts. sororities cal OCMC
1(800)932-0528/1(600)950-8472. sxt. 10

I2I HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT gal Itudente
forhousekeeplng duties starting serty May st
the Buckeye Budget Motor Inn Work Into desk
dsrk |ob ASAP Share on-site apt Prefer (2)
year arrangement. Phone 352-1520 for interview or stop out
250 COUNSELORS end Instructors needed!
Private, coed, summer cemp ki Pocono
Mountains Northeeslem Pennsylvania. LoMkan, PO Box 234SO, Kenltwonh. NJ 07013
(201)276-0991
A FREE OJFT FOR JUST CALLING. PLUS UP
TO SI ,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS.
Student groups, trsts. and sororities needed for
marketing protect on campus For detaae plus
your FREE GIFT
Group offlcora call
1 -BOO- 765-8472 Ext 50
AIRLINES NOW HIRING' FLIGHT ATTENDANTS, MANY OTHER POSITIONS!
$1 7.500 $58,240 CM 602-838-8885 Ext
X-4244

1 non-smoking female lo sublease 4th St. apt.
tor summer S117 a month I utilities Cal
353-9336. ask lor Ksly

This is not a coupon.
This is not a speelal ottar.

HURRY ENDS SOON
Final 10 Days

Best Picture - Actor - Actress

Best Fundraisers On Campus'
Is your fraternity, sorority or club interested Mi
earning $1.000 00 lor a one-week, on
campus marketing project? You muet be welorgsruzed and hard working Cal Val or Myra at
1600)592-2121
Earn up to $4000 tor summer Job In Ice cream
parlor In Putin-Bay Fie.Ibis hours, free
housing on Island. Contact Sally Stevens
419-184-1927 or 2S17 SI Rt *7. Lexington,
Ohio 44*04.
ENERGETIC COUNSELORS
Male counselors needed at small
co-ed camp m AoVcrtdacks of
upstate NY, near Montreal.
Seeing. Windsurfing
WSI. TENNIS, lieid sports.
hiring, trips and more!
1 -800-369-3866
Keseys Island Summer Employment. Ice
Cream/Grit Shop clerk position Good Wage!
Housing available Send resume: Ted Terry
13102Tyler Cleveland. OH 44111.
Looking lor a fraternity, sorority or student organizalton that would eke to make S500 g $1.000 lor a one week on-campus marketing
protect Muet be organized and hardworking
Jeanlne or Malt al (800) 592 2 I 21
National Marketing Firm seeks mature student
to manage on-campus promotions for top comparties this school year. Flexible hours with
earnings potential to $2,500 per semester
Musi be organized, hardworking and money
motivated Cal Jeanlne or Matt st (800)
592 2121
SUMMER CAMP JOBS are available at resident
Gal Scout Camps In Virginia. Mkv age 18 or
graduated high school Unit Counselors. Unit
Leaders. Pool Staff. Nature and Crafts Directors, Cooks and Kitchen Workers are needed
June 16- August 15. 1990
Cal 1-202-337-4300 - Ruth Ensor - or
I -703 660-6286 - Mess Sheerer lor an application Gal Scout Council ol the Nation's
Capital Equal Opportunity Employer.

»°°II),AND

1234 NORTH MALL ST.

354-0551

The Hunt For Red October PG
4:20, 7:00, 9:40
Roger and Me R
4:30, 7:30, 9:25

Pel

211 West Hall 372- 7418

Joe vs. the Volcano PG
4:45. 7.00, 9:20

NIGHTLY AT 7:15 & 9:15

Pretty Woman
R
4:40, 7:00, 9:30

SUrti APRIL ettt "Ernest Goes to Jail"

BLUE STEEL
R
4:50.7:10,9:15

M. I MAIN ■ BOWLING GRFEN
■Pnot does not include Imx Second page 18 00

FOR SALE
Four piece drum sst 'or $250 00 or best offer
Can 891-0516, ask lor Chris

FOR RENT
• • S » V RENTALS ■ ■
112 bdrm apts aval
9 » I 2 mo leases Cal 352-7454
12 month leases available May 15. 1990
809 5th St - 2 BR house $460 plus uH
262 1 2Troup-2BR apl $360 pkisutl
424 1'2 S Summit-eft* apt $195 00 plus

am

Steve Smith -352-8917.

SIG IS BETTER!
Rockledge Manor Apts
2 bdrm, 2 baths w/dujhwashers
Cal today to take a took!
RE MANAGEMENT 352-9302
DON'T BE A FOOL
KEEP COOL
IN OUR POOLS
WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
1S2-S1SS
Downtown houss tor summer, room for 3 or 4,

cal 354-6450
DUMP YOUR ROOMMATE SPECIAL
1 bedrrn. $34$. Heat inc i.
Lrg. Elf ic $260. Heat Incl.
Now you can afford your own apt
Thess specious apts feature:
•Heall water Incl.
'Furnished
'Convenient lo csmpus
RE MANAGEMENT
3524302
Find your new
piece with ue
NOW LEASING
For Summer A Fall
Marry GREAT Apartments
from which to choose
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S. Main 352-9020

Georgetown Manor Apts
800 - Third Street
1 bdrm A 2 bdrm units:
fully tumlahed; AC.
Now leasing for 1990-1991,
and summer 19*0.
Convenient - A reasonable.
Cell 352-4968 5pm-10pm
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm. turn /unturn
AC. as low aa
S440/mo Heat included rales available Ph.
354 6036
Prelorrod Properties is now leasing tor summer
and fal. Piedmont apartments and many of our
other eatings sre avaeabte! Al reektonta receive
a membership to Chsrrywood Hearth Spe. eel
3529376
STAY CLOSE!
Campus Manor Apts.
•Free heat SA/C
■Balconies
'Walk lo campus I stores
•Furnished
Cel Today 352-9302
SUMMER SUBLEASEExcessnt location, hugs yard for barbeques and
picnics! Furn , 2 bdrm Cal 363-6980.
Two 2 bdrm apts turn A unturn avaaabte for
Fal 1 Spring 1990-91 Summer apartments
turn. A unturn. also avaeabie. Visage Green
Apartments Cal anytime 354-3533
Two bdrm. -4 person apta. -BG APTS. 818.
822 2nd SI 9 a 12 mo. leases 362-7464.
After 5pm > wkends 823-7556

CINFMAPK IMfAIRfi

NOMINATED FOR
9 ACADEMY AWARDS

UniGraphics

We're looking (or aggressive coeege students
to market new ene of swimsurts and evening
wear. Good extra Income. Cal TODAY (513)
777-1188

Available - House lor 4. Summer, dose to campus on Ridge
Rent $140 negotiable
354-7031 Kim

ATTENTION EARN MONEY WATCHNG TV!
$32,000 yr Income potential
Details:
602-836-8885 Ext TV 4244

CINEMA 5

That's the special.

Appxcahcma available al
301 Hayes Ha* Deadline Aprs 2

4 bdrm house Large Irving room. Close to
csmpus. Available Summer and Fall.
352-6475.

ATTENTION HIRING! CRUISE SHIP. CASINO.
HOTEL JOBS! FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! Delalts 602 838 8685 Exl Y-4244.

WANTED!
SOSU'S most qualified students ss
ADVERTISING SALES REPS.
far
THE BG NEWS
if you ere ssrHnothratsd,
results oriented. you heve the potential
to be one of the highest paid students
en csmpu s. Open to ell majors. Mu st have
own car. Applications A too descriptions
available: 214 Weal Han. Deedllne 4f*r*0.

High school math. English, social studies, science. Non-residential Bachelor's degree required Salary negotiable

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF
BLOCK TO CAMPUUS. SUMMER OR FALL
CALL TOM 352-4873 DAYS OR 352-1800 EVE
( WKENDS.

Applications are being accepted
for
SUMMER 1990 BG NEWS EDITOR
FALL 1990 BG NEWS EDITOR
1090-01 GAVEL EDITOR
1M1 KEY EDITOR
19*0-91 MISCELLANY EDITOR
1*90-91 OBSIDIAN EDITOR
Appllcstlons msy be obtained at
The BG NEWS office. 214 Wast Hill.
PssdHne: Thurs.. April 12.5 pm.

Summer Kitchen Help'
Cooks: no exp. needed, but helpful • win train.
Must be 18 I over Send resume to: Casino,
PO Box 13. Keseys Island. OH 43436

WANTED

2 female roommates needed FrS '90-91 Haven House Cal soon' Debbie 372-4492
Almee 372-1088

Conveniently located on
campus, UniGraphics provides
resumes in several clean
business-like formats.
This is the regular price
lor a quality typeset resume Resumes are typeset in two
to three days and are ready for
at UniGraphics.
printing. Charges can also be
applied to your Bursar account.

June 24 - Aug. 3 (8 wks.)

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 28
8PM . 1007BABLDG

TUESDAY. MARCH 27
8P.M..112BABLOQ

Al Welcome

Pre-Physical Therapy Club
Meeting Tuesdsy March 27th
7 30 9 00 pm
Capital Room - 2nd Floor Union
All Are Welcome!!

UPWARD SOUND SUMMER PROGRAM

A pre-cosege preparatory program for high
school students Employment aveliebie as

Be Part of the American Dream"
OPhIA • OPhIA
Don't lose Heart"
win S30 gift certificate to
Soft Rock
Drawing April 8th
Proceeds go lo Amer Heart Assoc.
10$5OorS0S2OO
See any O Phi A Pledge
for details or cal 2-5881
or 2-1952

2 non-smoking femafee for 4th St Apt. for next
semester school yr. S120 s month plus ullliaa
Cal 353 9336. ask lor Kely
Needed. 30 u»st weight psopls who era serious,
about losing weight Cal Frank at 354-7883
Limited time onty

Tonight in Fan 372 B A.

Monday. April 23

Tuesday. April 24
Lady Foottocker

CHEERLEADER TRYOUTS!
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN BEING A
CHEERLEADER NEXT YEAR SHOULD
ATTEND ONE OF THE FOLLOWING

ATTENTION!
Graphic Design
& UCT* majors
Student Pubfcxttons
will be Intervktwing
APRIL 2 • 6
for FALL'90
Production Assistants.
Apply at Student Employment
460 Student Services Building.

Comlag Friday

bvJohnBoissy

Fatman
^1 CLCOr-t« C5VXCJC ( FAT- F,*t-iS I
• IX uesuc fferesc ...
kMvF OA"vC. ~ow '" **'*
FAT nAM Ours* , FtassSi IMS,
TO fLAITSN nrst QoAreTCT
C*> CJBDCX.S) i^tAIOK THAI CTV'CcsxjToe /
KArra,' I »\rr nv BUT e>rj
IHSIGM -cxrr /sftpattL* at.

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES

•VCT stakes: check with the Coos Office
kx a tut-true co-op wkh uel

ue'tu -iosrr
sitfur A l_IN#> -ro
TMSI t^m evooel
*no Zip 0*4

BG's Oldest and Finest Pizzeria

$ 1 OFF ANY PIZZA
08

Free Delivery
Expires 4-30-90

PH^*" '

352-5166

Not valid with any other offer

